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Doob equivalence and non-commutative peaking for
Markov chains

Xinxin Chen, Adam Dor-On, Langwen Hui, Christopher Linden, and
Yifan Zhang

Abstract. In this paper, we show how questions about operator algebras constructed from stochastic
matrices motivate new results in the study of harmonic functions on Markov chains. More pre-
cisely, we characterize the coincidence of conditional probabilities in terms of (generalized) Doob
transforms, which then leads to a stronger classification result for the associated operator algebras
in terms of spectral radius and strong Liouville property. Furthermore, we characterize the non-
commutative peak points of the associated operator algebra in a way that allows one to determine
them from inspecting the matrix. This leads to a concrete analogue of the maximum modulus prin-
ciple for computing the norm of operators in the ampliated operator algebras.

1. Introduction

The theory of Markov chains has applications in diverse areas of research, such as group
theory, dynamical systems, electrical networks, and information theory. For the basic the-
ory of probability, Markov chains, random walks, and their applications, we refer the
reader to [15, 17, 23]. These days, connections with operator algebras seem to manifest
mostly in quantum information theory, where Markov chains are generalized to quantum
channels. For the basic theory of operators on Hilbert space and their algebras, we refer the
reader to [3,9,12]. In this paper, we resolve problems related to Markov chains motivated
by studying operator algebras associated to stochastic matrices as in [13, 14].

Definition 1.1. Let � be a countable set. A stochastic matrix is a function P W � ��!
Œ0; 1� such that for all i 2 � we have

P
j2� Pij D 1. We let Gr.P / be the directed graph

on � with directed edges .i; j / when Pij > 0. We say that P is irreducible if Gr.P / is a
strongly connected directed graph.

The set � is called the state space of P . We denote by P .n/ij WD .P
n/ij the ij -th entry

of P n for n 2 N, and we agree that P .0/ D I will always mean the identity matrix. Next,
we define some analytic properties of P .
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Definition 1.2. Let P be a stochastic matrix over �.

(i) A state i 2 � is recurrent if the expected number of returns
P
n2N P

.n/
i i is infi-

nite. Otherwise, we say that i is transient. We say that P is recurrent/transient
if all of its states are recurrent/transient, respectively.

(ii) The spectral radius of a state i 2� is lim sup n

q
P
.n/
i i . If every state has the same

spectral radius, we will denote this �.P / and call it the spectral radius of P . If
�.P / D 1, we say that P is amenable.

When P is irreducible, every state has the same spectral radius, and a state i 2 � is
recurrent if and only ifP is recurrent. Clearly, any recurrent stochastic matrix is amenable.
The terminology of “amenable” stochastic matrix is justified by Kesten’s amenability cri-
terion [20] (see also the discussion after Definition 2.1).

Let ¹eiºdiD1 be the standard basis for Rd . A famous result of Polya from 1921 states
that the simple random walk P on Zd given by Px;xCei D Px;x�ei D

1
2d

is recurrent if
and only if d � 2. On the other hand, since Zd is an amenable group, we see from Kesten’s
amenability criterion that P is amenable as a stochastic matrix.

In [13], non-self-adjoint operator algebras associated to stochastic matrices are stud-
ied. To each stochastic matrix P , a tensor algebra TC.P / is affiliated, and a combination
of [13, Theorem 3.8] and [13, Theorem 7.27] shows that two stochastic matrices P and
Q have isometrically isomorphic tensor algebras if and only if P and Q have the same
conditional probabilities as in item (ii) of Definition 1.3. Hence, this equivalence relation
arises naturally from the solution of the isometric isomorphism problem for TC.P / from
[13].

Definition 1.3. Let P and Q be stochastic matrices over �P and �Q, respectively. We
say that P and Q are

(i) conjugate, denoting this by P Š Q, if there is a bijection � W �P ! �Q such
that Pij D Q�.i/�.j / for every .i; j / 2 Gr.P /;

(ii) Doob equivalent, denoting this by P �d Q, if there exists a bijection � W�P !
�Q, which is a graph isomorphism between Gr.P / and Gr.Q/ such that for all
n;m 2 N and for any .i; k/ 2 Gr.P nCm/ we have

P
.n/
ij P

.m/

jk

P
.nCm/

ik

D
Q
.n/

�.i/�.j /
Q
.m/

�.j /�.k/

Q
.nCm/

�.i/�.k/

:

Our first main result of this paper is the characterization of Doob equivalence in terms
of (generalized) Doob transforms for irreducible stochastic matrices. More precisely, in
Theorem 3.4, we show that two irreducible stochastic matrices P and Q are Doob equiv-
alent via � if and only if there exist a positive function h W �P ! RC and an eigenvalue
�> 0 such that PhD �h andQ�.i/�.j /DP

.h;�/
ij WD ��1 h.j /

h.i/
Pij . This operation of apply-

ing an eigenpair .h; �/ of P to obtain a new stochastic matrix P .h;�/ as above is called a
(generalized) Doob transform or h-transform in the literature.
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When the eigenvalue � above is equal to 1, we call it h-harmonic, and Doob transforms
by .h; 1/ are used to condition the transition probabilities of Markov chains, as well as
to study Martin boundaries of random walks. Beyond their intrinsic interest as discrete
analogues from complex analysis, harmonic functions of Markov chains are intimately
related to the behavior of a Markov chain ¹Xnº as n!1. For more on the theory of har-
monic functions and the Martin boundary of Markov chains, we refer the reader to [19].

One of our motivating questions comes from [13, Theorem 3.11], where it is shown
that if P andQ are irreducible, recurrent, and P �d Q with graph isomorphism � , then P
and Q are conjugate via � . We were interested in finding optimal conditions on P and Q
that guarantee that P �d Q implies P ŠQ. When this occurs, the isometric isomorphism
of TC.P / and TC.Q/ implies conjugacy of P and Q. This question is relevant from the
point of view of the algebras, because when P and Q are irreducible and at least 2 � 2, it
can be shown that an isometric isomorphism between TC.P / and TC.Q/ is unique up to
unitary equivalence.

It turns out that harmonic functions naturally come into play in the solution of this
problem. Let P be stochastic over �. We say that P is strong Liouville if all positive har-
monic functions are constant. The strong Liouville property for an irreducible stochastic
matrix means that the associated Markov chain ¹Xnº converges in probability to a unique
point as n!1, regardless of the initial distribution. The strong Liouville property also
manifests naturally in other areas. For instance, in Riemannian geometry, a famous result
of Yau [24] shows that Riemannian manifolds with non-negative Ricci curvature have the
strong Liouville property.

A result of Derman [11] shows that recurrent stochastic matrices are strong Liouville,
so we ask if recurrence can be weakened to amenability or to strong Liouville property
in [13, Theorem 3.11]. Our characterization of Doob equivalence solves this problem and
allows us to show (see Corollary 3.8) that if P and Q are irreducible stochastic matrices
with �.P /D �.Q/ such that either P orQ is strong Liouville, then the isometric isomor-
phism of TC.P / and TC.Q/ implies conjugacy of P and Q. This result is optimal in the
sense that Example 3.6 shows that we cannot weaken recurrence in [13, Theorem 3.11] to
amenability without assuming strong Liouville property for one of the matrices.

The operator algebra TC.P / comes equipped with the operator norm induced by its
embedding into bounded operators on a specific Hilbert space HP defined in Section
2. Once this is done, for ` � 1, the identification M`.B.HP // Š B.

L`
nD1 HP / gives

rise to a natural operator norm on M`.TC.P // as well via the embedding M`.TC.P // �

M`.B.HP //. From the definition of TC.P / in Section 2, it follows that HP has minimal
reducing subspaces HP;k for TC.P /, each of which is associated to a state k 2 �.

Definition 1.4. Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix over finite �. A state k 2 � is
called completely peaking for TC.P / if there is an operator T D ŒTpq� 2M`.TC.P // for
some ` � 1 such that ŒTpqjHP;k

�
 > max

s¤k

ŒTpqjHP;s
�
:

Denote all completely peaking states by �b .
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When we associate to k 2 � a representation �k W C �.TC.P //! B.HP;k/ given by
�k.T / D T jHp;k

, we get that k is completely peaking if and only if the representation �k
is strongly peaking in the sense of [6, Definition 7.1]. The study of peaking representations
originates from Arveson’s pioneering work on non-commutative analogues of Shilov and
Choquet boundaries for operator algebras (see, for instance, [1, 2, 5, 6]).

In [14], completely peaking states of P were computed under the assumption of
multiple arrival (see [14, Corollary 3.14]). Based on this, the C �-envelope of TC.P / is
computed and classified (see [14, Section 3] and [14, Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.6]).
In order to complete the picture, in [14, Remark 3.12] it was asked if the assumption of
multiple arrival can be dropped in [14, Corollary 3.14].

Let P be a finite irreducible stochastic matrix over �. We say that k 2 � is escorted
if for all s 2 � with Pks > 0 there exists k0 ¤ k in � such that Pk0s > 0. We strengthen
[14, Proposition 3.11 and Corollary 3.14] and show in Theorem 4.3 that k 2 �b if and
only if k is escorted. This completes the picture in [14] and answers the question in [14,
Remark 3.12] negatively through Example 4.4.

As an application (see Corollary 4.5), we get a formula which reduces the computa-
tion of the norm of elements in M`.TC.P // to norms of the restrictions to the reducing
subspaces HP;k associated to escorted states k. This is a non-commutative analogue of
the maximum modulus principle for elements in M`.TC.P //.

This paper is divided into four sections including this introductory section. In Section
2, we review some of the theory of random walks, the construction of the tensor algebra of
a stochastic matrix, and its completely peaking states. In Section 3, we prove our first main
result on the characterization of Doob equivalence. As a consequence, we obtain a strong
rigidity result (Corollary 3.8), which improves the combination of [13, Theorem 3.11 and
Theorem 7.27]. Finally, in Section 4, we prove our second main result on completely
peaking states and touch upon some of their applications.

2. Preliminaries

Here, we discuss some of the necessary probability and operator algebras theory, mostly
to do with Markov chains and the construction of their tensor algebras. First, we discuss
examples of Markov chains arising from countable discrete groups.

Definition 2.1. Let G be a discrete group and � a probability measure on G such that
supp.�/ generates G as a semigroup. A random walk on G is a stochastic matrix P given
by Pg;h D �.g�1h/. We say that a random walk P is symmetric on G if �.g/ D �.g�1/
for any g 2 G. We will say that a symmetric random walk on G is simple if � is uniform
on its support.

Kesten’s amenability criterion [20] then says that if some symmetric random walk
on G is amenable, then G is amenable as a group, and conversely that if G is amenable
as a group, then all symmetric random walks on G are amenable. When P is a simple
(symmetric) random walk on a group G determined by (uniform) �, then S WD supp.�/
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must be a finite generating subset of G such that S�1 D S , and for every g 2 S we have
�.g/ D 1

jS j
.

Definition 2.2. Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix over �. A non-zero function
h W�! R is an eigenfunction of P if PhD �h for some � 2 R. We say that a function h
is harmonic if PhD h. We say that a positive harmonic function h is minimal if whenever
g is harmonic such that 0 � g � h, then there is C � 0 such that g D C � h. Finally, we
say that P is strong Liouville if all positive harmonic functions are constant.

Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix over�, and let 0 2� be some fixed element.
The setK0 of positive harmonic functions h of P such that h.0/ D 1 is a compact convex
set under the topology of uniform convergence on finite sets. The extreme points of K0
are then exactly the minimal positive harmonic functions h with h.0/ D 1, and by the
Krein–Milman theorem we get that their closed convex hull is the set K0 back again. The
following theorem of Choquet and Deny [8] provides us with a characterization of all
minimal positive harmonic functions of random walks on Zd .

Theorem 2.3. Let P be a random walk on Zd determined by a measure �. Then, h � 0 is
a minimal harmonic function with h.0/ D 1 if and only if h.x/ D eh˛;xi for ˛ 2 Rd such
that

P
y2Zd e

h˛;yi � �.y/ D 1.

A simple multivariate calculus minimization argument shows that the simple random
walk on Zd above is strongly Liouville. However, if we take a biased random walk on Z
in the sense that P0;1 ¤ P0;�1, then Theorem 2.3 shows that P is not strong Liouville.

Next, we will define operator algebras associated to stochastic matrices as studied in
[13,14]. Let P be a stochastic matrix and define for k 2� the Hilbert space HP;k to be the
closed linear span of the orthonormal basis ¹�m;j;kº.j;k/2Gr.Pm/. Let HP be the direct sumL
k2� HP;k . Fix n � 0 and let Arv.P /n be the collection of complex matrices A D Œaij �

over � such that aij D 0 whenever .i; j / … Gr.P n/ and supj2�
P
i2� jaij j

2 <1. For
each A 2 Arv.P /n, we define an operator S .n/A on HP by setting

S
.n/
A .�m;j;k/ D

X
i2�

aij

vuutP
.n/
ij P

.m/

jk

P
.nCm/

ik

�nCm;i;k :

Then, S .n/A is a bounded operator on HP . The tensor algebra TC.P / associated to the
stochastic matrix P is then given by

TC.P / WD Alg
®
S
.n/
A j A 2 Arv.P /n; n � 0

¯
:

For a complete description of TC.P / when P is a permutation, see Example 4.1.
Although the definition of the operators S .n/A above uses the conditional probabilities

of P explicitly, it is important to mention that the algebra TC.P / arises abstractly from
an Arveson–Stinespring subproduct system associated to the matrix P (see [13, Theorem
3.4]) and that extracting these conditional probabilities from the isometric isomorphism
class of TC.P / is the main thrust of [13]. Subproduct systems originate from the study of
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quantum Markov processes in the form of E0-semigroups and cp-semigroups [4, 7] and
were studied systematically by Shalit and Solel in [22].

Remark 2.4. Let P be a stochastic matrix over �. The definition of TC.P / in [13,
Definition 6.1] is slightly different from the one we give here, and this needs some jus-
tification. We do this here, but we use some of the theory of C �=W �-correspondences
used in [13, 14] to accomplish this. Let � W `1.�/! B.`2.�// be the �-representation
of `1.�/ as the left multiplication �.f /.g/.i/ D f .i/g.i/ for i 2 �. By [21, Corol-
lary 2.74], we get that � induces a faithful �-representation Ind.�/ WL.

L1
nD0Arv.P /n/!

B.
L1
nD0.Arv.P /n ˝� `2.�/// given by Ind.�/.T /.� ˝ h/ D T � ˝ h. Then, Ind.�/ is

an injective �-representation such that the image of TC.P / under Ind.�/ coincides with
the definition of TC.P / given above. More precisely, this is realized via a unitary operator
from HP to

L1
nD0.Arv.P /n˝� `2.�// given by �m;j;k 7!Ejk ˝ ek for .j;k/2Gr.Pm/,

where Ejk 2 Arv.P /m is a matrix unit and ek is the characteristic function of k 2 �.

Definition 2.5. Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix. A cyclic decomposition for
P is a partition � D �0 t �1 t � � � t �p�1 such that Pij > 0 and i 2 �` imply that
j 2 �`C1 mod p . The period p of P is the largest possible number of components in a
cyclic decomposition for P .

When P is irreducible, it is easy to show that its period must be finite. Suppose now
that P is a finite matrix. For the purpose of computing completely peaking states in [14],
we defined a state i 2 � as exclusive if it comprises its own cyclic component in a cyclic
decomposition for P (see also [14, Definition 3.9 and Lemma 3.10] for an equivalent
definition). We denote by �e the set of exclusive states. When at least one state is non-
exclusive in P (or equivalently when P is not a cycle), it follows from [14, Section 3]
that there is a unique smallest non-empty subset �b � � such that for any T D ŒTpq� 2
M`.TC.P // and 1 � ` 2 N, we have

kT k D max
k2�b

ŒTpqjHP;k
�
:

Hence, the norm of any elementM`.TC.P // for any 1� ` 2N is retained by “evaluating”
at appropriate restrictions.

For a finite irreducible stochastic matrix P over�, we say that P has multiple arrival
if whenever s 2 � is non-exclusive and there is k ¤ s such that P .n/

ks
> 0, there is k0 ¤ k

such that P .n/
k0s

> 0. In [14, Proposition 3.11], �b was computed for P with multiple
arrival and shown to be �b D � n�e . In Section 4, we will show that this equality may
fail without the assumption of multiple arrival.

3. Doob equivalence
In this section, we connect Doob equivalence with Doob transforms, allowing us to weaken
the assumption of recurrence in [13, Theorem 3.11]. To simplify our proofs, we will often
suppress the isomorphism � between the graphs of P and Q and assume that � D id is
the identity.
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Definition 3.1. Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix. Given a positive non-zero
eigenfunction h with a (necessarily positive) eigenvector � for P , we define the (gen-
eralized) Doob transform P .h;�/ of P by h via

P
.h;�/
ij D ��1

h.j /

h.i/
Pij for i; j 2 �:

The entries of P .h;�/ are non-negative, and P .h;�/ is easily seen to be stochastic.

Lemma 3.2. Let Q D P .h;�/ij and define r .n/ij WD �
�n h.j /

h.i/
. Then, r .n/ij r

.m/

jk
D r

.nCm/

ik
and

Q
.n/
ij D r

.n/
ij P

.n/
ij .

Proof. By definition, we clearly see that r .n/ij r
.m/

jk
D r

.nCm/

ik
. Then, by definition, we also

have that Qij D r
.1/
ij Pij and Q.0/

ij D r
.0/
ij P

.0/
ij . Then, towards a proof by induction, if we

assume that Q.n/
ij D r

.n/
ij P

.n/
ij , we get that

Q
.nC1/
ij D

X
k

Q
.n/

ik
Qkj D

X
k

r
.n/

ik
r
.1/

kj
P
.n/

ik
Pkj D r

.nC1/
ij P

.nC1/
ij ;

so that by induction Q.n/
ij D r

.n/
ij P

.n/
ij for all n.

Corollary 3.3. The spectral radius of P .h;�/ is �.P .h;�// D ��1�.P /.

Theorem 3.4. Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix. A stochastic matrix Q is Doob
equivalent to P if and only if it is conjugate to a Doob transform of P .

Proof. From Lemma 3.2, it is immediate that P .h;�/ is Doob equivalent to P . Conversely,
suppose that Q is Doob equivalent to P . For i; j 2 � and n 2 N such that P .n/ij > 0,
define

˛
.n/
ij WD

Q
.n/
ij

P
.n/
ij

:

Fix i0 2 � and n0 2 N such that P .n0/i0i0
> 0, and define � WD .˛.n0/i0i0

/�1=n0 > 0. Let dij WD

min¹n j P .n/ij > 0º, and set h.i0/ D 1 and h.i/ D �di0i˛
.di0i /

i0i
.

We claim that h is a positive eigenfunction of P with eigenvalue � such that Q D
P .h;�/, but we first establish some properties of ˛ and �.

(i) ˛
.n/
ij ˛

.m/

jk
D ˛

.nCm/

ik
whenever .i; j / 2 Gr.P n/, .j; k/ 2 Gr.Pm/.

(ii) ˛
.n/
i i D �

�n whenever .i; i/ 2 Gr.P n/.

(iii) ˛
.nCm/
ij D ��n˛

.m/
ij whenever .i; j / 2 Gr.P n/ \ Gr.P nCm/.

Claim (i) follows from the definition of Doob equivalence.
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To prove (ii), let m1; m2 2 N be such that P .m1/i0i
, P .m2/i i0

> 0. In view of (i),

.˛
.n/
i i /

n0.m1Cm2/ D .˛
.m1/
i i0

˛
.m2/
i0i

/nn0 D .˛
.n/
i0i0
/n0.m1Cm2/

and
.˛
.n/
i0i0
/n0 D .˛

.n0/
i0i0

/n D .��n0/n D .��n/n0 :

Thus, (ii) is proved.
To prove (iii), take k such that .j; i/ 2 Gr.P `/ > 0. Applying (i) and (ii),

˛
.nCm/
ij ˛

.`/
j i D ˛

.nCmC`/
i i D ��.nCmC`/ D ��n˛

.mC`/
i i D ��n˛

.m/
ij ˛

.`/
j i ;

and (iii) is proved. Taking advantage of property (iii), we see that h.i/ D �n˛.n/i0i for all n

such that .i0; i/ 2Gr.P n/. As a consequence, for .i; j / 2Gr.P /, and n such thatP .n/i0i
> 0,

we have

Qij D ˛
.1/
ij Pij D

˛
.nC1/
i0j

˛
.n/
i0i

Pij D �
�1
�nC1˛

.nC1/
i0j

�n˛
.n/
i0i

Pij D �
�1 h.j /

h.i/
Pij :

Summing both sides over j , we see that .h; �/ is an eigenpair for P . Hence, Q D P .h;�/

is a generalized Doob transform of P .

Corollary 3.5. Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix. P is strong Liouville if and only
if for every stochastic matrix Q such that P �d Q and �.P / D �.Q/, one has Q Š P .
In particular, if P is an irreducible, amenable strong Liouville stochastic matrix, then for
amenable Q, one has that P �d Q implies that P Š Q.

Proof. Suppose that P is strong Liouville, P �d Q, and �.P /D �.Q/. By Theorem 3.4,
we know that Q is obtained from eigenpair .�; h/ of P . By Corollary 3.3, we get that
� D 1, so the eigenfunction h is harmonic and must then be constant. This means that
P D Q.

Conversely, suppose that P �d Q and �.P / D �.Q/ imply that P D Q. Let h be a
harmonic function for P . By Theorem 3.4, we know that P �d P .h;1/ and by Corollary
3.3, we get that �.P / D �.P .h;1//. Hence, by assumption, P D P .h;1/, so that h must be
constant. This means that P is strong Liouville.

Recurrent matrices are strong Liouville by [11] and are also amenable. Hence, we
get [13, Theorem 3.11] as a special case of Corollary 3.5. On the other hand, there are
many examples of strong Liouville transient stochastic matrices for which Corollary 3.5
applies but [13, Theorem 3.11] does not. See, for instance, [16], where it is shown that a
symmetric random walk on a finitely generated group with polynomial growth of bounded
order must be strong Liouville.

We provide examples illustrating that the assumptions of strong Liouville and
amenability are logically independent. We first recall an example of an amenable matrix
which is not strong Liouville and then an example of a strong Liouville matrix which is
not amenable.
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Example 3.6. Let LL.Zd /DZd � Œ
L
x2Zd Z2�, where

L
x2Zd Z2 are finitely supported

functions on Zd . Then, LL.Zd / can be imbued with the lamplighter group multiplica-
tion given by .x;w/ � .y; u/ D .x C y;w C Tx.u//, where Tx.u/ is given by Tx.u/.z/ D
u.z�x/. From [18, Example 6.1], we know that LL.Zd / is solvable (and hence amenable)
so that by Kesten’s amenability criterion, any symmetric random walk on LL.Zd / is
amenable. On the other hand, by [18, Proposition 6.1] for d � 3, we know that any sym-
metric random walk on LL.Zd / determined by a finitely supported measure � on LL.Zd /
fails to be Liouville. More precisely, this means that there is a non-constant bounded har-
monic function for the random walk.

Hence, when d � 3, any symmetric random walk on LL.Zd / arising from a finitely
supported measure � is amenable but not strong Liouville. Suppose that such a random
walk is given by a stochastic matrix P . By Corollary 3.5, there exists another stochastic
matrix Q on LL.Zd /, which is Doob equivalent to P (where Doob transform is done via
a harmonic function), but Q is not conjugate to P . Since Q is a Doob transform of P via
a harmonic function and P is amenable, we see that Q is also amenable. Hence, we have
two non-conjugate amenable stochastic matrices whose tensor algebras are isometrically
isomorphic. This shows that recurrence in [13, Theorem 3.11] cannot be weakened to
amenability without additional assumptions.

Example 3.7. Let � D N and define

P00 D Pi;i�1 D 0:1; Pi�1;i D 0:9 for all i � 1; and Pij D 0 otherwise:

The spectral radius is strictly less than 1 since

P
.n/
00 �

dn=2eX
iD0

�
n

i

�
.0:9/i .0:1/n�i

� .0:9/dn=2e.0:1/bn=2c2nI

hence, �.P / < 0:6 < 1 and P is not amenable.
On the other hand, P is strong Liouville. Indeed, let h be a harmonic function for

P and let Q WD P .h;1/ be its Doob transform. From Lemma 3.2, we see that 1 D � D

.P
.n/
i i =Q

.n/
i i / for any n 2 N and .i; i/ 2 Gr.P n/ D Gr.Qn/. Hence, P .n/i i D Q

.n/
i i for all

n 2N. SinceQ as a stochastic matrix is completely determined byQ00 D P00 D 0:1 and
Q
.2/
i i D P

.2/
i i D 0:18 for i 2 �, we see that P D Q and h is constant.

We conclude this section with our motivating application to the classification of non-
self-adjoint operator algebras arising from stochastic matrices, which follows from Corol-
lary 3.5 together with [13, Theorem 3.8] and [13, Theorem 7.27].

Corollary 3.8. Let P and Q be irreducible stochastic matrices over �P and �Q. Sup-
pose that �.P / D �.Q/ and that either P or Q is strong Liouville. Then, there is an
isometric isomorphism ' W TC.P /! TC.Q/ if and only if P and Q are conjugate.
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4. Non-commutative peaking

In this section, we focus only on finite irreducible stochastic matrices. We will characterize
the set of boundary states �b in a way that allows us to detect them by inspecting the
stochastic matrix.

When the matrix P is finite, the definition of the algebra TC.P / simplifies. For any
.i; j / 2 Gr.P n/ and n � 0, define an operator S .n/ij 2 B.HP / by setting

S
.n/
ij .�m;j 0;k/ D

8̂<̂
:
s
P
.n/
ij P

.m/
jk

P
.nCm/
ik

�nCm;i;k ; if j D j 0;

0; otherwise:

Then, S .n/ij defines a bounded operator on HP , and its adjoint is given by

S
.n/�
ij .�mCn;j 0;k/ D

8̂<̂
:
s
P
.n/
ij P

.m/
jk

P
.nCm/
ik

�m;j;k ; if i D j 0;

0; otherwise:

Now, ifAD Œaij �2Arv.P /n, since the matrix is now finite we may writeAD
P
i;j aijS

.n/
ij .

Hence, we see that

TC.P / WD Alg
®
S
.n/
ij j .i; j / 2 Gr.P n/; n � 0

¯
:

Example 4.1. Suppose now that P is the cyclic permutation .0; 1; 2; : : : ; ` � 2; ` � 1/
over � D Z` D ¹0; 1; : : : ; ` � 1º. In this example, we compute TC.P /. For this purpose,
we will first elaborate on some classical non-self-adjoint algebras from the literature.

Let A.D/ be the algebra of holomorphic functions on the unit disc D which extend
continuously to D. Denote by A.D/0 the ideal of functions vanishing at the origin. We
denote by MC

`
.A.D// the algebra of ` � ` matrices Œfij � with coefficients in A.D/, such

that fij 2 A.D/0 whenever i > j . We note that MC
`
.A.D// is naturally a subalgebra

M`.L
1.T ; m//, where m is the Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T .

It is well known that the weak* closure of A.D/ (or A.D/0) in L1.T ;m/ is the alge-
braH1.D/ (orH1.D/0) of bounded holomorphic functions on D (and vanishes at 0, re-
spectively). Hence, the weak* closure ofMC

`
.A.D// inM`.L

1.T ;m// isMC
`
.H1.D//,

where MC
`
.H1.D// is the algebra of ` � ` matrices Œfij � with coefficients in H1.D/,

such that fij 2 H1.D/0 whenever i > j .
Next, notice that we have .j; k/ 2 Gr.Pm/ if and only if k D j Cm .mod `/. Hence,

we define for each t 2 N the space Ht to be the closed linear span of the vectors®
�t`Cr;j;k j 0 � r < ` and k D j C r .mod `/

¯
;

so that by the remainder theorem applied to m in each standard orthonormal basis (o.n.b.)
vector �m;j;k , we have HP WD

L1
tD0 Ht . On the other hand, for t 2 N we have a unitary
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isomorphism Ht Š `
2.� ��/ via the map �t`Cr;j;k 7! ej;k , where k D j C r .mod `/.

Hence, we may identify HP with `2.���/˝ `2.N/, where the t -th copy of `2.���/
has orthonormal basis ¹ej;k ˝ etºj;k2�.

Now, for j D i C n .mod `/ we have by the formula for S .n/ij that S .n/ij D S
.1/
i;iC1 � � � � �

S
.1/
j�1;j , where the indices are taken .mod `/. Hence, we see that

TC.P / D Alg
®
S
.1/
i;iC1; S

.1/

`�1;0
; S

.0/
i;i ; S

.0/

`�1;`�1
j i 2 � n ¹` � 1º

¯
:

Up to the unitary identification HP Š `
2.� ��/˝ `2.N/ above, for t 2 N, j; k 2 �,

and i 2 � n ¹` � 1º we get

S
.1/
i;iC1.ej;k ˝ et / D ıiC1;j ei;k ˝ et

and
S
.1/

`�1;0
.ej;k ˝ et / D ı0;j e`�1;k ˝ etC1:

Thus, as operators on `2.� ��/˝ `2.N/, we have the identifications

S
.1/
i;iC1 Š Ei;iC1 ˝ I; S

.1/

`�1;0
Š E`�1;0 ˝ UC;

S
.0/
i;i Š Ei;i ˝ I; S

.0/

`�1;`�1
Š E`�1;`�1 ˝ I;

where UC is the unilateral shift and Eij are the � �� matrix units.
Finally, we show that there exists a completely isometric isomorphism ' W TC.P /!

MC
`
.A.D//. Indeed, observe the rule Eij ˝ U nC 7! Eij ˝ z

n for n � 1 and any i; j 2 �,
or for n D 0 when i � j . In [10, Lemma 5.4], it is shown that this rule extends to a
completely isometric isomorphism  between the WOT closure of TC.P / in B.HP / (up
to our unitary identification above) and MC

`
.H1.D//. But then, since the rule sends

generators to generators, we see that is restricted to a completely isometric isomorphism
' W TC.P /!MC

`
.A.D// between the norm-closed algebras.

We note that tensor algebras of finite irreducible stochastic matrices which are not per-
mutations are more difficult to describe in terms of other known non-self-adjoint algebras.
To be more precise, by Corollary 3.8, tensor algebras must encode both the underlying
directed graph and all transition probabilities of the matrix. Finding non-self-adjoint oper-
ator algebras which encode stochastic matrices was one of the main novelties in [13], and
explicit descriptions for these algebras for irreducible non-cycle stochastic matrices are
still unknown.

Definition 4.2. A state k 2 � is said to be escorted if for all s 2 � with Pks > 0, there
exists k ¤ k0 2 � such that Pk0s > 0.

It follows that if k 2� is an escorted state for a stochastic matrix P , then it is escorted
for all iterates of P . Indeed, suppose that k 2 � is escorted. If P .n/

ks
> 0, then there exists

a path k; i1; : : : ; in�1; s in the sense that Pki1 ; Pi1i2 ; : : : ; Pin�1s > 0. Since k is escorted,
there exists k0 ¤ k such that Pk0i1 > 0, and thus P .n/

k0s
> 0. Thus, we see that k is an

escorted state of P n for every n � 1.
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By definition, if a state k is escorted, it is not the only element in its cyclic component.
Thus, k is not exclusive. In addition, if a matrix P has multiple arrival, then all non-
exclusive states are escorted. The following strengthens [14, Proposition 3.11].

Theorem 4.3. Let P be a finite irreducible matrix and k 2� a state. Then, k 2�b if and
only if it is escorted.

Proof. We first show that if a state k is not escorted, then it is not in the boundary. Let k
be a non-escorted state; then, there exists s 2 � such that Pks > 0 while Pk0s D 0 for all
k0 ¤ k 2 �. By irreducibility of the graph, we must have s ¤ k. For the sake of brevity,
we denote HP;k by Hk . Define the isometry

W W Hk ! Hs; �m;j;k 7! �mC1;j;s :

Note that this is well defined sinceP .mC1/js �P
.m/

jk
Pks >0. We claim that T ıW DW ıT

for all operators T 2 TC.P /. It suffices to check this on generators T D S .n/ij applied
to basis vectors �m;j 0;k in Hk . We assume that j D j 0, for otherwise both sides of the
equation are zero. In this case, we have

.WS
.n/
ij /.�m;j;k/ D

vuutP
.n/
ij P

.m/

jk

P
.nCm/

ik

W.�mCn;i;k/ D

vuutP
.n/
ij P

.m/

jk

P
.nCm/

ik

�mCnC1;i;s

and

.S
.n/
ij W /.�m;j;k/ D S

.n/
ij .�mC1;j;s/ D

vuutP
.n/
ij P

.mC1/
js

P
.nCmC1/
is

�mCnC1;i;s :

Note that �mCnC1;i;s is well defined since

P
.mCnC1/
is � P

.n/
ij P

.m/

jk
Pks > 0:

Now, as k is not escorted, we see that

P
.mC1/
js

P
.m/

jk

D

P
k02� P

.m/

jk0
Pk0s

P
.m/

jk

D
P
.m/

jk
Pks

P
.m/

jk

D Pks D
P
.mCnC1/
is

P
.nCm/

ik

;

where the final equality is established through a similar computation. By linearity, the
claim holds for all v 2 Hk and generators S .n/ij . For arbitrary generators T1 and T2, we
have T1T2W D T1W T2 D W T1T2. Thus, the claim is proved for all polynomials in the
generators S .n/ij , which are dense in TC.P /. By continuity, the claim is proved.

Thus, for any T D ŒTpq� 2M`.TC.P //, we haveŒTpqjHk
�
 D W .`/ŒTpqjHk

�
 D ŒTpqjHs

�W .`/
 � ŒTpqjHs

�
;

where W .`/ is the `-fold direct sum of W . Hence, we see that k … �b as asserted.
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Conversely, suppose that k is escorted. Let the cyclic component of k be �0. Since k
is escorted, it does not comprise its own cyclic component and j�0j � 2. By [13, Theo-
rem 3.10], there exists n0 2 N such that P .n0/

kk0
> 0 for all k0 2 �0. For such n0, we claim

that k is completely peaking with operator S .n0/
kk

.
Note that since kS .n0/

kk
.�0;k;k/k D 1, we must have that kS .n0/

kk
k D 1. Fix s ¤ k in �

and let Rks D ¹m j P
.m/

ks
> 0º. Using the C �-identity and the formula for the adjoint of

S
.n0/

kk
, it suffices to show that

kS
.n0/

kk
jHs
k
2
D sup
m2Rks

P
.n0/

kk
P
.m/

ks

P
.mCn0/

ks

< 1:

First, assume that the supremum is attained at somem0 2N. Since k is escorted, there
exists k0 ¤ k 2 � such that P .m0/

k0s
> 0. Since k0 2 �0, we have that P .n0/

kk0
> 0, and we

get
P
.n0/

kk
P
.m0/

ks

P
.m0Cn0/

ks

�
P
.n0/

kk
P
.m0/

ks

P
.n0/

kk0
P
.m0/

k0s
C P

.n0/

kk
P
.m0/

ks

< 1:

If the supremum is not attained by any finite m, then by the convergence theorem for
finite irreducible matrices (see, for instance, [14, Theorem 1.10] for a statement), we get
that

kS
.n0/

kk
jHs
k
2
D lim sup

m!1

P
.n0/

kk
P
.m/

ks

P
.mCn0/

ks

D P
.n0/

kk
< 1:

Therefore, we conclude that k 2 �b as asserted.

The following example shows that for matrices without multiple arrival, it is in general
not true that a state is either exclusive or in the boundary.

Example 4.4. Let � D ¹1; 2º. Consider a 2 � 2 irreducible stochastic matrix P such that

P D

�
0 1

1=2 1=2

�
:

Both states are non-exclusive, and P does not have multiple arrival. State 1 is escorted,
while state 2 is not. By Theorem 4.3, we see that �b D ¹1º ¤ � n�e .

We say that a finite irreducible stochastic matrix P is a cycle if Gr.P / is a simple
cycle as a directed graph. We conclude this section by showing that when P is not a cycle,
escorted states are exactly those that are necessary in order to retain the norm of any oper-
ator inM`.TC.P //. For the proof, we will assume some familiarity with the preliminaries
on boundary representations of operator algebras presented in [14, Section 1], as well as
[14, Section 3] for the boundary representations of TC.P /.

Corollary 4.5. Let P be a finite irreducible stochastic matrix which is not a cycle, and
let T D ŒTrs� 2M`.TC.P // for 1 � ` 2 N. Then, kT k is the maximum over kŒTpqjHP;k

�k

for escorted states k 2 �.
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Proof. Let k 2 �. From the proof of (4) H) (1) in [14, Corollary 3.17] together with [6,
Theorem 7.2], we see that there exists k 2 � which is completely peaking (this coincides
with �k being strongly peaking as defined in [6, Definition 7.1]). Hence, we see that
�b ¤ ;.

In general, as each HP;k is reducing, we have that kT k Dmaxk2� kŒTpqjHP;k
�k. How-

ever, if k 2� is not escorted, by Theorem 4.3, there is some s 2� such that kŒTpqjHP;k
�k�

kŒTpqjHP;s
�k for all T 2 M`.TC.P // and ` � 1. Thus, we may inductively remove all

non-escorted states while retaining the norm of T . Eventually, we will get that kT k is the
maximum over kŒTpqjHP;k

�k for escorted states k 2 �.

Theorem 4.3 now allows us to concretely describe the C �-envelope C �e .TC.P // of
TC.P / as a short exact sequence, as given at the beginning of [14, Section 5], in terms of
escorted states. Another useful consequence of Theorem 4.3 is a computable form of [14,
Theorem 5.6], which shows that the column nullity (see [14, Definition 5.3]) needs only
to be computed for escorted states when trying to determine the C �-envelope C �e .TC.P //
up to �-isomorphism for varying P .
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